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• AI is widely used in real-world applications
due to its enormous learning capacity and
quick response.

• The safe and trustworthiness of AI is still a
concern.

• Safety-critical tasks: related to the risk of
human life, hence require precise and fast
prediction.

• Our goal: to build a “Safeguard” for AI to
obtain the trusted and reliable outcome for
safety-critical tasks.

Abstract

Tackle the issue of model being over-confident:
• Modify the current regularization techniques by

integrating human judgement; using model and human
prediction as the proxy to rank samples in curriculum
learning for better generalization as shown in Figure 1
[1].

• Applying calibration methods in language modeling for
medical conversational system [2].

• Adding penalty to predicted probabilities in curriculum
learning to improve model uncertainty.

Motivation

1. AI can be over-confident for its prediction. 

Human: car? ship? plane? bird? cat? dog?

AI: 98% car! 

Challenges in Current AI System

3. Unable to predict out-of-distribution samples.
When a system is trained with  cats and dogs:

What is this?

Human: bird!
AI: 65% cat, 35% dog. 

• Building a safe and trusted AI is core for its
acceptance in the real-world application.

• When it comes to the critical tasks, which
requires fast respond, accurate prediction and
immediate feedback for human intervention.

• AI assisting system needs a “safeguard” to deal
with situations related to the risk of human life.

• Our work tackles the major challenge of AI and
we aim to make the system more robust and
reliable.

Conclusions

Building the safe & trusted AI: essential for tasks 
related to human life. 

Proposed Methods

Figure1. Sample ranking for curriculum learning. Figure2: Example for visual-language processing.
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2. The computational time can be slow. 

Human: Danger! Danger! Danger!

AI: still processing…

Speed up the inference time: building an end-to-end
pipeline instead of multi-stage training.
• End-to-end training: save the computational time and

cost; essential for AI respondence.
• Image captioning: conventional way: image detection,

image feature extraction, text extraction, captioning
model

• Modified version (Figure 2): created meshed connection
with all features [3].

• Our proposed methods: replace detection model with
gradient based techniques

Add a second opinion for the model: let the model to
say “I don’t know” .
• Effectively detect the outliers or out-of-distribution

(OOD) samples.
• Calibrate the model confidence: when the input is

ambiguous, the model prediction should be
confused instead of overly confident.

• Defer the task to human expert when the model is
not confidence about its decision-making.


